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THE STRUCTURE OF TRIVARIATE POISSON

DISTRIBUTION

BY KAZUTOMO KAWAMURA

0. Summary.

In this paper we discuss the structure of trivariate Poisson distribution.
In the first section usual univariate Poisson distribution and bivariate general
Poisson distribution [2] are stated. It is stated in section 2 the main result of
this paper that is, the structure of trivariate Poisson distribution. The discus-
sion is constructed by the three parts

2.1. definition of the trivariate Bernoulli distribution
2.2. definition of the trivariate binomial distribution
2.3. definition of the trivariate Poisson distribution and the relation of the

trivariate Poisson distribution and the trivariate binomial distribution.
In the part (3) some characters of the trivariate Poisson distribution and

the notion of the generalization to the multivariate Poisson distribution are
stated.

1. Poisson distribution and bivariate Poisson distribution.

UNIVARIATE CASE. Poisson distribution is given by

P{X=k}=-jfi-e-*

where k is nonnegative integer and λ is nonnegative parameter.

BIVARIATE CASE. Poisson distribution is given by

min (k,ί~) 2 ^~^j? ^~^>? ^

where k and / are nonnegative integers and λ1Q, λ01 and λn are nonnegative
parameters, see Kawamura [2].

NOTE For general treatment considering multivariate (more than three
dimensional) case of the distribution we may prefer the following formulation
to the above formulation.
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where n10, n01 and nn are nonnegative integers.
Marginal distribution of X is a usual univariate Poisson distribution of

parameter λ10+λn and marginal distribution of Y is a usual Poisson distribution
of parameter λQ1+λn. Therefore we have

We have seen the generating function of the bivariate Poisson distribution

fa/s ς \-= ^-C^io+>?01+^ll)+^10sl + ' iOlS2+^ll sl*2 ^

The covariance of the random vector (X, Y) is given by

then the coefficient of correlation of (X, F) equals to

R(X, Y)=λJ

All results of bivariate Poisson distribution mentioned above are the facts
proved in [2].

2. Main results.

Notations
z, j and k take the values 0 or 1 respectively. Σ, Σ, Σ, Σ, Σ, Σ and

i ] k ij jk ik

Σ means the sum of z, j and k which are indicated under the sigma and
τjk

if we need some condition C in the sum of z, j and k we shall indecate
C under the sigma additionally as followings

V V
Zj 1 Zj

2.1. Trivariate Bernoulli distribution.
Consider a pair of random variable (X, Y, Z) which has a joint discrete

distribution.

where z, j and k take the values zero or one and the sum of pijk for all z, j
and & equals to unity
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where Σ means the sum z, j and k varying zero or one.
Ijk

We shall call this distribution as trivariate Bernoulli distribution. The
marginal distribution is usual univariate Bernoulli or bivariate Bernoulli. The
distribution of X is given by

P(X=ί) = ΈPiJk^PiOO + PilO + PiOl+Pill , 0=0, 1) .

Therefore we have

E(X)= Σp1Jk=Pw+Pn*+Pι*ι+Pιn=P(X=V -
JK

Marginal distribution of (X,Y\ ( Y , Z ) and (X, Z) is bivariate Bernoulli.
The joint distribution of (X, Y) is given by

P(X=i, Y=f)=EPtjk=Pw+Piji,

where z, j and k take the value zero or one and similarly we can varify the
marginal distribution of (Y, Z) and (X, Z\

Co variance of (X, Y) of bivariate Bernoulli distribution law.

=ι, r=i)]
=o, γ=i)+p(x=ι, r=i)]

If we assume the value of the covariance of the bivariate Bernoulli distri-
bution law to be zero; Cov(^, F)=0 then we have the fact that X and Y are
independent random variables as follows

P(X=Q, Y=Q)P(X=1, Y=ΐ)=P(X=l, Y=fyP(X=Q, 7=1)

this equality implies

P(X=i, Y=j)=P(X=i)P(Y=j)

for all i and j. Then X and Y are mutually independent random variables as
to be proved.

LEMMA. The moment generating function of the tnvanate Bernoulli distri-
bution is given by

£\Sl> S2ι SBJ= LPθOO~\~PlQOSl\Pθl()S2\Pθ01S3 ~\PllQSlS2 ~Γ ί 01152S3"4~ίl015lS3~f"ί 111

ijk

2.2. Trivariate binomial distribution.
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We shall derive the distribution of the sum of n mutually independent ran-
dom vectors (Xlf YIJ Zt) (ι=l, 2, •••, n) which have identical trivariate Bernoulli
distribution law. We shall denote £[ft0oo> •••, nu\] the event that in the first n
observed random vectors the 23 events (X=i, Y=j, Z=k} occur nljk times where
i, j and k varies zero or one respectively and the sum of the numbers nljk

equals to n. Then the probability of the event £[tt000, •••, nm] equals to

„„ 1
nijk

Uk

We shall denote F[klt k2, k,~] the event ΣXt=klt ΈYi=k2, Σ, Zt=kΛ f o r all
1=1 1=1 1=1

integers klt k2 and k3 satisfying 0^^, k2, k3^n. The event F[kltk2jk^] is
expressed as the union of disjoint events as followings

In the following lines we shall denote the condition of the union as [C]. There-
fore we have

P{Flklt k2, k,]}= Σ P{£[n00o, - , nnι]} .

LEMMA. TΛe distribution of the convolution of n independent identical tri-
variate Bernoulli distribution is given by

P{IXt=Klf ΣYτ=K2, ^Z<=/f8} = Σί{£[n00o, n100, - , nlπ]} .
[C]

We shall call this trivariate Bernoulli distribution.

LEMMA. The moment generating function of the trivariate Bernoulli distri-
bution is given by

2.3. Trivariate Poisson distribution.
2.3.1. Definition of the trivariate Poisson distribution.
In the preceding section we have defined the trivariate binomial distribution

by the method of convolution of the n independent identical trivariate Bernoulli
distribution. Then the expected numbers of events (0, 0, 0), ••• , (1, 1, 1) in the
n independent observations of (X, Y, Z) equal to np000, ••• , npnί respectively.
As given in the method of famous Poisson's theorem in one dimensional case
we assume the conditions

where Λ100, *" » ^m are fixed nonnegative parameters and we assume n-*oo, then
we have
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P{£[>ooo, -,nm]}= - i " 1 - , JΌoo"000 - JΊu"111

^ooo I " nnι 1

Π—V /) Ί^ooo
_ n\ Λ1 0o»ιo°Λo1o»oιo - ΛnΛ 1 1 ^ c c o 0 , o ) P ί ; * J

"V* 3 nooo ^— Σ "7 it
Γi Sίct^.^Cooo) I J* 1 *»«•>•**<«•*•»
L n J

see Kendall and Stuart [3] in the bivariate case.
Under the condition [Zλ] we have the probability of the event F[_klf k2, ks~]

equals

We shall call this limitting distribution as trivariate Poisson distribution.

THEOREM 3.1. The sum vector* of n independent identical trivariate Bernoulli
random vectors has a limitting trivariate distribution

[C]

where we assumed the condition [£)].

In this theorem if we denote

for all nonnegative integer k, then we can verify the limitting distribution as

ΣΠ P(nίjk; λljk)
[C] Ijk (ϊ,J,*):jί:(0,0,0)

If Xljk (z, j, &)^(0, 0, 0) has one dimensional Poisson distribution law P(k λljk)
and XIQQ, XOIQ,- , Xiu are independently distributed then we have the next
theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. // the trivariate random vector (X1} X2, X3) has the trivariate
Poisson distribution law then we have uniquely

X\—^100 + ̂ 110+^101 + ̂ ιιι
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where X1QQ, Xolo, •••, Xnl are independent 23—1 Poisson random variables of para-
meters Λ10o, ΛOIO, •*• t Λn respectively.

Proof. If Xljk is a Poisson random variable with parameter λljk then

nιjk !

Therefore we have
3 n ι o θ j l 7*010 ... 1 nιιι

p(V—k Y —k X — - k \— y* ΛIOQ _ ^10 _ 1̂11
n^r-*!, *2-*2, *,-*,)- ± Hιoo , noiQ I ... nιn ,

-ΣΠ
IV1U*

then the sum will be expressed

Therefore we have

this proves the theorem.

2.3.2. Characters of trivariate Poisson distribution.
Next lemma is a fundamental character of bivariate Poisson distribution.

LEMMA 3.1. // a random vector (Xlf X2) has a bivariate Poisson law then
we have uniquely

X \= X \Q-\T X n , X2— Xoi+Xn

where X10, X01 and Xιy_ are independent 22— 1 Poisson random variables of para-
meter λ1Q, λϋl and λn respectively.

Proof. The joint distribution of bivariate Poisson distribution is given by

3 nιo3 noι3 nιι

\ Ύ1 \ Ύl \
' ' Λ '

,,-

If we assume X1Qt X01 and Xlλ are Poisson random variables with parameter
ΛIQ, ^01 and ^n then the right side of the equation becomes

— Σ ^(^lo—^io, ^01 — ^01, Xii — nιι)

It is easily shown the fact by the preceding Theorem 3.2 which is given in
the next lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Any marginal distribution of the trivariate Poisson distribution
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is usual Piosson or bivariate Poisson distribution.

In the trivariate case if (Xlt X2t XΆ) has a Poisson law then by the Theorem
3.2 we have uniuely 23— 1 Poisson random variables X100t ••• , Xnl with parameter
ΛIOO, ••• , ΛIH which are mutually independent. If we put S(AΊ) the set of Poisson
random variables construction the random variable Xl then we can express

i)— {Xioot XIIQ, Xioit Xni}
and similarly

o(A2)= \XQIQ, XIIQ, Xoiit Xniί

S(Xs)== {Xooir XIQI, XQII, Xiii]

And we denote 0 which means empty set or random variable zero with pro-
bability one.

LEMMA 3.3. // (Xlf X2, A"8) has a trivariate Poisson distribution law then we
have the fact that generally S(X1)ΓΛS(X2)=Q and S(X2)r\S(XB)=0 do not imply

Proof. If we assume S(Xl)r\S(X^)=0 then by the Theorem 3.2 we have
^1=^100+^101 and X2=X010+XQ11. This means that (Xl9 X2) has a independent
type bivariate Poisson distribution that is, X^ and X2 has a independent Poisson
distribution law. Additionary we assume S(X2)ΓΛS(XB)=0 then X2 and Xs has
a independent Poisson distribution law. But we can not conclude S(X1)^S(X3)
=0 generally under the two assumptions. Because under the two assumptions
we have

Which means A1=A"100+A10i, ^s^^ooi+^ioi has a bivariate Poisson law if we
assume Z101^0 with probability one.

LEMMA 3.3.1. // we assume (Xlt X2, XB) has a trivariate Poisson distribution
law with parameter λ11Q=λ011=λιn=Q and Λoi^O then Xlt X2 are mutually inde-
pendent and X2, X% are also but Xlt XB are not mutually independent.

LEMMA 3.4. The moment generating function of the trivariate Poisson distri-
bution is given by

Proof.

n-*oo ι,j,k

— i- Σ
ijk
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= exp {- Σ λljk+ Σ

See Feller [1] or Kawamura [2]. The moment generating function of the
bivariate case.

LEMMA 3.5. // Λoi— Λn— 0 then Xlt X2 are not independent and X2, X3 also
but Xlf X3 are independent random variable.

LEMMA 3.5.1. We assume Xlt X2, Xs has a trivariate Poisson distribution law
where Xlf X2 and X2, Xz has a bivariate Poisson distribution law of dependent
type and if we assume λ10ί—λιn=Q then Xly Xz has a independent Poisson distri-
bution law.
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